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Primitive Asymmetric C-Command Derives X-Theory-

Robert Frank and Fero Kuminiak
Johns Hopkins University

1. Seeing the Forest for the Trees
Throughout the development of syntactic theory, it has been widely assumed that sentence
structures are represented as a certain type of graph, called a tree. On the basis of a variety
of diagnostics, the words in a sentence have been taken to clump together to form hierarchically organized subgroupings, called constituents. Thus, the sentence every child are
some cabbage is assumed to have the following tree structure representation.
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Although diagrams like (1) are common currency in theoretical linguistics, the
question of what formal object is actually depicted by these diagrams is one that is rarely
discussed. Looking through the history of formal syntax, one finds at least two different
answers to this question. The first, stemming from Chomsky (1955), sees trees as encoding
a sequence of steps in a context-free string rewriting derivation, or more properly an equivalence class of such sequences. [ On this view, each node in a tree reflects the rewriting
'We would like to thank the audiences at NELS 30 and at the Georgetown Univef5ity Logic and
Language Group for their comments and probing questions, as well as Zeljko Bo~kovic, Luigi Bunia, Steve
Franks, Paul Hagstrom, Norbert Hornstein, and K. Vijay-Shanker for helpful discu5sion and suggestions. We
are especially grateful to Richard Kayne, whose questions and whose own work provided the impetus for
considering the consequences of taking asymmetric c-comrnand as a primitive relation. NSF grants SBR9710247 and SBR-9972807 provided invaluable financial support for this work.
I Proposals that envision the construction of sentence structures through the combination of words,
as in the combinatory operations of categorial grammar {e.g., Steedman (1996» or via the Merge operation
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of a single non-Ienninal. with the children of that node being the clements that rewrite the
non-Icnninal . The tree in (1). then, encodes the follow ing sequence of rewrite steps:

A second view of trees views them as mathematical structures characterized by
two relations, dominance and precedence (McCawley (1968; 1982), Higginbotham (1983),
Partee. ter Meulen, and Wall (1993»). The dominance relation directly characterizes the
property of subconstituency: X dominates Y if Y is a subconstituent of X. Precedence
characterizes the temporal ordering of constituents within the semence. For the tree in (1),
these two relations are as follows:
(3)

D = {(S,S),(S ,NP, ),(S,Det, ),(S,N, ),(S,VP),(S,V),(S,NP,),(S,Det,),(S,N,),
(NP, ,NP, ) ,(NP, ,Det, ),(NP, ,N, ) ,(Det, ,Det, ),(N, ,N , ),(VP, VP) ,(VP, V),
(VP,NP, ),(VP,Det, ),(VP,N, ),(V, V),(NP"NP,) ,(NP, ,Det,) ,( NP, ,N,),
(Det,,Det, ),(N"N,)}
P = {(NP "VP),(NP, ,V),(NP,,NP,),(NP, ,Det,),(NP, ,N,),(Det,,N, ),(Det, ,VP),
(Det, ,V),(Det, ,NP,),(Det, ,Det,),(Det,,N,),(N,, VP),(N" V),(N, ,NP, ),
(N, ,Det, ),(N, ,N,) ,(V,NP,),(V,Det,) ,(V,N,) ,(Det, ,N,) }

The forest of trees that result from either of these views is a bit too dense, in the
sense that there are many formally valid trees that do not constitute the representation for
any sentence. The following are examples of such linguistically uninhabited specimens.
(4)
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The fonnal well-fonnedness of such structures raises the question of why they do not constitute syntactic representations. In the earliest work in generative grammar, the answer to
this question derived from the set of phrase structure rules constituting the base. If there is
no rule of the form PP -+ Vp CP in the base, then the tree to the left in (4) encodes a rewriting sequence that is nO[ licensed by the grammar. Naturally, this line of response raises
the puzzle of why only certain types of rules are present in the base. The development of
X-theory provides an answer to this puzzle. The principle of endocenlricity requires that
the left side of every rule must project the categorial properties of some element on the
right, inunediately eliminating the putative PP rule. Additionally, X-theory postulated that
the non-projectingelemenlS on the right side of a rewrite rule must all be phrasal. Together,
these two principles give rise to the following schema:
of Chomsky (1995, ch.4)), give rise to an analogous view of trees as the representation oHan equivalence
class 00 sequences of combinatory operations.
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Rather than interpreting this schema as a template for rewrite rules in a phrase structure
base, one can also understand it as a well-formedness condition on (immediate) domination
relations. In this way, X-theory can also be understood to constrain trees when understood
as relational structures. Kayne (1984, ch.7) sussests a more abstract constraint on tree

structure in which certain types of paths between nodes in a tree that are derived from the
dominance relation must be uniquely determined, This condition forces all trees to have a
binary branching structure.
All of these approaches to the puzzle of the limited variety in syntactically relevant structures take the form of restrictions that pick out subclasses of the already formally
defined class of trees. One might wonder, however, whether there is another way of approaching this problem, by reconceptualizing the original notion of tree itself. That is, is it
possible to define an alternative notion of tree structure in such a way that the syntactically
irrelevant tree structures that were definable in terms of string rewriting or dominance and
precedence no longer constitute instances of trees at all?
The work of Kayne (1994) constitutes one attempt to do just this. Working within
the relational conception of tree structures, Kayne proposes that the domination and precedence relations that characterize a tree are not so independent as had been thought. In
particular, Kayne proposes that trees must adhere to his LineaI' Correspondence Axiom
which relates dominance and precedence as follows:

(6)

Linear Correspondence A1:iom. x precedes y iff there is a node dominating x that
asymmetrically c-commands y.

Trees in which the dominance relations that do not give rise to well-formed precedence
relations simply do not count as tree structures. Kayne shows that a variety of previously
stipulated restrictions on syntactic structure now derive from the need to map dominance
to a linear order among terminals.
In this paper, we will pursue another way to limit the forest of trees to syntactically
relevant structures, by abandoning the relational primitive of dominance. Since the representation of hierarchical relations is the basis for the utility of tree structures, it is necessary
that we replace dominance by some other structural relation. Developing the line of work
in Frank and Vijay-Shanker (1998), we propose that the primitive relation that encodes hierarchy in tree structure is asymmetn'c c-command (ACe). Traditionally, c-command and
its asymmetric variant have been assumed to be relations that are defined in terms of the
more primitive domination relation as follows:
(7) a. A node x c-commands a node y iff every node % f:. x, y that dominates x also
dominates y and x does not dominate y.
b. A node x asymmetrically c-commands a node y iff xc-commands y and y does not
c-command x.
We suggest that this traditional conception of ACe as a derived relation is rrtistaken. To see
why, let us ask what we should expect from a representational primitive.
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Minimally, a representational primitive should be grammatically relevant: it should
playa fundamental role in characterizing linguistically stgnificant structural relations. Clearly,
ACe meets this desideratum , as it figures prominently in constraints on anaphoric depen·
dencies. scope. and movement. 2 A second requirement on a hierarchical primitive is that
it should be sufficiently rich so as to capture any necessary distinctions among syntactic
structures. It is not obvious that this requirement is met by ACe. Indeed, it is not even
clear how one could use ACe to define tree structure. In section 2., we demonstrate that
this is in fact possible, at least for certain types of structures. The final requirement on a
hierarchical primitive, and the one which is the primary focus of this paper, is that it should
not be too rich so as to characterize syntactically irrelevant structures.
Before going further, it will be useful to make more precise what we mean when
we say that a relation does or does not characterize a certain structure. At the very least,
any relation R that can be taken to characterize a structure S should have the effect of
distinguishing all of the nodes in S. That is, the nodes of S should "look different" under
R as specified in the following:
(8)

Extensionality: A structure S is R·cJli.tensional iff all nodes in S are distinguishable
by the set of nodes with which they stand in R.

Vx,y

E

S[Vz( [xRz <-> yRz) A [zRx <-> zRy)) -+ x = y)

To restate, an R-eJli.tensional structure is one where the structural context of each node is
uniquely detennined by R. A structure that is not eJl:tensional for any structural printitives
is in a certain sense unusable, as this means that there are nodes in that structure that are
not uniquely identifiable from their structural context. Ideally. given the right primitive relation R. the class of trees that are R-extensional (i.e., that are "usable" with respect to R)
will coincide with the class of trees that are linguistically usefuL There have been a number of previous efforts along these lines, including Lasnik and Kupin's (1977) monostrings
and Frank and Vijay-Shanker's (1998) printitive c-command. In both cases, trees with sequences non-branching non-terminals nodes are eliminated, since distinctions among such
structures are lost by the representational vocabulary. Though suggestive, the elimination of non-branching structure still leaves us with a class of trees that is considerably
richer than that used as syntactic representations. Our goal in this paper is more ambitious:
to demonstrate that the class of ACC-extensional trees is, to a good first approximation,
identical with the class of trees that are picked out by the detailed restrictions imposed by
X.theory and the extended projection principle.

2,

Defining Trees with Primitive Asymmetric C·Command

As already noted above, the standard relational characterization oftrces utilizes the relation
of dominance to specify hierarchical information. For the diagram below, the hierarchical
structure is encoded in the relation D.

~Typh;;ally, these grammatical relations are specified as necessitating c-command. However, in vir·
tually all the cases of which we are aware, it is only asymmetric c-command relations that play any role (d.
Bms and Lasnik (1986), but PQC~ May (1985». This resutt can be seen as a consequence of the widespread
assumption that syntactic structure is binary branching.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol30/iss1/15
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Do{ (A,A),(A,B),(A,C),(A,D),(A,E),(A.Fl,(A,G),
(B,B),(B,D),(C,C),(C,E),(C,F),(C,G),(E.E),(F,F),
(F,G),(G,G))

A
~
B
C

I

~

o E
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F

I
G

In the sources cited above, the dominance relation has been taken to possess a number of
formal properties including reflexivity, anti symmetry and transitivity. In addition. Higginbotham (1983) and Kayne (1994) observe thal while dominance is nO( a total relation, in
the sense that every pair of nodes is somehow related by dominance, it nonetheless exhibits
a property that Kayne dubs local (otality:

(10)

Local totality of R: if a R x. and b R x, then aRb or b R

D.

What local totality asserts for dominance is that any two nodes which both dominate some
third nodes must themselves stand in the dominance relation.

Tum next to the ACe relation. It is interesting to observe that ACC ex.hibits a sel
of formal properties similar to those of dominance: it is transitive and asymmetric, though
it is irreflexive. Unlike dominance, however, ACe is not even locally total in general.

w

(II)

ACC

0

{(a,e),(b,e))

~
,
b X

~I,
In (II),Ioca1 totality fails since neither a ACC b nor vice versa, in spite of the fact that both
a and b ACC c. Interestingly, if we restrict ourselves to binary branching trees, ACC does
obey local totality.
Let us return now to the issue of defining trees with ACC, concentrating on \he
tree whose dominance relation was given in (9). The ACe relation for this structure is as
follows:
(12)

ACC={ (B .E),(B .Fl,(B,G) ,(C ,D) ,(E,G) }

A
~

~~-

D~

G

As mentioned in the previous section. a prerequisite to a structure being definable in terms
of Ace is ACC-extensionality. In fact, this structure is ACe-extensional: all nodes have
distinct ACC profiles. This can be seen clearly by constructing a table in which the columns
contrun the ACC profile for each node.
(13)

I

A

ACCs
ACCed by
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We can now understand ACC·cxtensionaJity as requiring that no two columns of this table
be identical, something that holds in this case.
The fact that the structure in (12) is ACe-extensional tells us that the ACe relation
contains enough information to distingui sh all of the nodes. In fact. for the class of ACCextensional structures, the ACe relation is sufficie ntly rich so as to allow the dominance
relations of such structures, which are usually taken to be primitive, to be instead defined in
terms of their ACe relations (cf. Frank and Vijay-Shanker (1998) for simple c-command.
Kuminiak (1999) for ACe). Thus, ACC-extensionality picks out a class of structures in
which we can freely go back and forth between the dominance-b ased and the ACC-based
conceptions of tree structure. J
At this point. one might object that the interdefinability of the dominance-based and
ACe·based conceptions of tree structure suggests that we are engaged in a mere formal
exercise, as neither offers an advantage over the other. Note. however, that such inl.erdefi nability is possible only over the class of ACC·extensional tree structures. The issue to
which we must tum our attention, then. is that of characterizing the boundaries of this class.
We turn to this task in the next section.4

3. ACe·Extensionality and X.Theory
How, then. does ACC·c;(tensionality serve to restrict the range of possible tree suuctures?
To carry out this task in the context of linguistical ly interpretable tree structures, we will
assume the following X-theoretical interpretation of hierarchical configurations (essentially
adopting ideas of Kayne (1994»:
(14) a. All terminals are heads.
b. Non-tenninals are the projections of one of their daughters (a head, if possible).
Under thi s convention, the terminal symbols D , E and G in (12) must all be heads. If we
take them to be of category N, V and N. respectively, our interpretive convention licenses
two X interpretations . One of these can be seen as the simplest instantiation of the X-bar
template (under the assumption, taken from Kayne (1994» that a single level of projection
above a head detcnnines a phrasal element).
(15)

We see here that the verbal head has a phrasal specifier and complement, where phrasal
is understood as projected (i.e., anything other than a head) . On the basis of our previous
3This paper does no tlouch on the role of precedencc in tree structures. Throughout the paper, we
ignore the precedence relalion; the reader may freely assume that it is defined independently and has its usual
properties or that II abides by the constraints of Kayne's LCA.
"Note that the entire class of tree structures is dominance·extensional. Con!lCquently, in the usual
COntext. impoSing cxtensionality o n the primitive hierarchical relation does not restrict what counts as a
possible tree structure. This is in sharp contrast to ACC. as we see below.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol30/iss1/15
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observations concerning the structure in (12) then, we can conclude that the basic X-bar
template is ACe-extensional: all of its nodes are distinguished by their ACC profile. A
seco~d possible X interpretation of the structure in (12) takes the non-terminal parent ofN!
and V to be the projection of N! . We will return to this possibility below.
Consider now what happens if we replace the simple non-branching phrasal COm_
plement in (15) by an even more minimal structure, one consisting of an unprojected head.
By the conventions in (14), either this node (or its V sister) cannot project. Without loss of
generality, let us assume that it is the V that projects. This yields the following structure.

v

(16)

ACC={(N"V),(N'"N,), (V,N,)}

~

N,

I

N!

v
/'-.

V

N2

This structure is no longer ACC-extensional, as V and N2 are not distinguished by ACC:
both nodes are asymmetrically c-commanded by N! and neither asymmetrically c-corrunands
anything. ACe-extensionality therefore derives the result that complements must not consist of a single unprojected head.
Suppose, on the other hand, that we try to enrich the structure of the phrasal complement in (15), perhaps to an instantiation of the X-bar schema itself:
(17)

ACC={ (N" V),(N, ,D),(N, ,D),(N, ,D),(N, ,N,),
(N, ,N,) ,(N, ,1') ,(N, ,P),(V,N,) ,(V,N,),
(V,N,),(V,D),(V,D),(V,P),(V,P),(N"D),
(N, ,l'),(N, ,P),(D,N,) ,(D ,P) }

The reader can confirm that the resulting structure is ACe-extensional. The reason for
this is falrly straightforward: all of the structure from (15) has been preserved so that no
pre-existing distinctions among the nodes in the projection of me V head have been lost.
So long as the additional structure that is embedded within the complement is itself ACCextensional, the entire structure will be ACC-extensional as well.
Let us now see what happens when modify the structure of the specifier in (15). We
start again by reducing the structure of the specifier to a single unprojected head:
(18)

v

ACC={ (N" V),(N, ,N,),(N, ,N,),(V,N,)}

~
N,
V
/'">,.

V

N,

I

N,
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Once again, the resulting structure violates ACe-extensionality as V and V are non-distinct:
neither asymmetrically c-commands anything or is asymmetrically c-commanded by anything. Thus, from ACe-extensionality, we derive the result that specifiers may not consist
of unprojected heads. ~

If we instead insert a fully instantiated X-bar template into the specifier position,
the result is ACC' cJltensionai:

v

(19)

ACC={ (I<, ,0),(1<, ,1'),(1<, ,P),(!5,N, ),(O,P),
(Ii, V) ,(0,1<,) ,(!l,N,) til ,15),(V ,0),
(V ,N , ) ,(V,N , ),(V ,P),(V ,P) ,( V,N,) }

~
\j
v
~
,
D~
1

J

v-'fl,I
N2

I

p

The reasoning here is as in the case of complements. Since we haven't eliminated any
previously existing ACe distinctions among nodes, the insertion of ACe-extensional tem-

plates into canonical structural positions preserves ACe-extensionality.
4.

Obllgatoriness of Specifiers and Complements

X-Theory is usually taken to be silent on the necessity of including specifiers and complements within a phrasal projection. Instead the distribution of such clements is usually
taken to follow from thematic or featural properties of a projection's head, Dr conditions
like the cx:tended projection principle. Since we have been cx:ploring thc relationship between the class of ACC-cx:tcnsional structures, and those licensed by X-theory, we might
wonder whether ACC-ex:tensionality is similarly silent on this question. To get at this issue,
consider a structure like that in (15), but which lacks a complement entirely:
(20)

v
A
I

N

ACC={(l'l,V),(V,N) }

I

v

This structure is in fact extensional. Like standard X-bar theory, then, ACC-extensionality
tolerates structures both with and without complements.
Tum next to the obligaloriness of specifiers. As seen in (21), ACC-extcnsionaJity
does not pennit an X node 10 project further without the presence of a specifier.

' In facl, the X-inlerpretation of the stnx:lure depicted in (18) is also ruled out by OUI interprelive
conventions in (14), since they would require me N'l specifier to projcct rather Ihltn the V. This alternative
inierptellllion of the structure is discus:oed. in section 4.. As discussed below. the featrictions that ACC~Iensionality imposes on specifiers are relaxed in embedded conlexLS. so that non-phrasal specifiers. though
not non-phrasal complements, might in certain cases be: to[erated.leaYing aside incompatibility with ([4) for
the moment. Steve Franks (p.e.) notes that this might suggest a way or thinking about a connast between
subject and object clitics, of which only the Conner are able to appear in the canonical argument position. at
leasllO a first approximation.
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v
~
V~
I

N

Here, V, V and N are all non-distinct: none emer in any ACe relations. Even if we remove
the additional level of (non-branching) V projection, this specifier-less structure cannot be
resuscitated, as V and 1"1 remain non-distinct.
(22)

v
V~
I

N

Thus, ACC-extensionality posits an asymmetry between specifiers and complements in
terms of whether they must appear within every phrasal projection. Strikingly, this asymmetry disappears as soon as the phrases under consideration are embedded: a phrase that is
itself a specifier or complement need not include a specifier.

T

(23)

ACC={(N"n,(N"V),(N"V),(N"V),(N"N,),
(1'1, ,N,),(T,V),(T,N,),(T,N,),(V,N,)}

~
I

N!

~

T

V

..---.,.

V

N,

I
N,
Here, the V complement to T lacks a specifier, but the entire structure is nonetheless ACCextensional.
This selectivity in specifier obligatoriness brings to mind the currently puzzling
grammatical requirement embodied in the extended projection principle (EPP), which demands that clauses have subjects, to put it roughly. If we adopt a view of grammar that
builds phrase structure derivationaJly in a clause by clause fashion (Chomsky, 1955; Krach
and Joshi, 1985; Frank and Kroch, 1995; Chomsky, 1998; Uriagereka, 1998) and we assume that each such clausal unit must respect ACe-ex.tensionality, we can understand the
EPP as the result oflhe formal reqUirement that a specifier appear at the root of each clause.
Though we leave this proposal in its current speculative form, we note that it provides a
potential line of explanation for the fact that even thematically rich DPs do not show EPP
effects, as they would not constitute derivationally independent structural units. 6

5. Characterizing ACC-Extensional Structures
In the last section, we saw Ihat the class of ACe-extensional structures is closely related
6Developing this proposal in the context of any of the derivational approaches cited in the text is by
no means a trivial task. The main obstacle we see is the need to posit domain boundaries at the TP level . For
reasons that vary across the different frameworks. it has been assumed instead that CPs constitute the basic
domains (kernel sentences/elementary trees/phases) out of which phrase structure is built.
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to the class of well-formed X structures. Thus, the very simple assumption that ACe is

the syntactic primitive allows us to derive what had previously been a rich set of struc!Ural stipulations. Let us now turn to the problem of characterizing exactly the class of
ACe-extensional structures. One way to get some sense of the richness of this class is to
enumerate the ACe-extensional structures from the smallest upwards. The minimal ACCc)(lensional structure is that consisting of a single node. From there, the next smallest
ACe-extensional structures include the following (some of which have been encountered

above):

v

(24)

V2

~
R,
~

~
I

N

I

v~

J

V

N,

v:Nl
I

VI

N,

I

N~

I

N,

If we limit ourselves to binary-branching structures (a restriction that can be imposed by requiring that ACC be locally total), we can give a simple top-down generative
procedure that generates exactly the ACC-extensional structures (Kuminiak, 1999).7
(25)

Start with a u-ee consisting of a single node. Then, apply the following two operations in arbitrary order an arbitrary number of limes:
Add Operation To any leaf node, append the following structure (the leaf node is
replaced by node A, the root of the structure appended):
A

B----C

I
D

I
E

Replace Operation If a non-branching node X is the parent of a leaf node, then
replace X and its daughter by either of the following two structures (the node
X is replaced by the root of the new structure.):

A

A

/"-.

/"--

B

C

I

I

D

E

B

C
I

E

As an example of this generative procedure in action, consider a derivation of the
rightmost structure in (24). (Labeling is arbitrary in the application of this procedure, but
we keep it consistent with (24).) We start with a tree consisting of a single node, '11 .
Applying the Add operation yields the following:
1 A characterization of the same kind can be given for ACC·ex.tensional structures with branching
factors more than 2. The only change required is an ex.pansion in the choice of structures available to the Add
and Replace Operations.
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V,
~

NL

V,

JN,

V~

I

Neltl, we apply the Replace operation at node V 2 to yield the structure in (27).

(27)

V,
~

R,

JN,

v1

/"-,.

vJ N~

I
N,

One further application of the Add Operation at node R, produces the desired Structure.
Generating the other structures in (24) using this procedure is similarly straightforward.
We refer the reader to Kuminiak (1999) for the proof that this procedure generates eltactly
the class of ACe-extensional structures. s

6. Divergences from X-Theory
The characterization of the class of ACe-extensional structures from the last section points
to a couple of structural configurations that are not usually taken to be licensed by X-theory.
In this section, we brieHy consider these configurations along with their linguistic import.
We conclude with a suggestion on how the link between ACC-elttensionality and X-theory
could, if desired, be tightened.
As seen in the rightmost structure in (24), ACC-extensionality allows for the presence of a single non-branching node immediately above an X-bar schema in the specifier
position. The ACC relation for that structure is given below in tabular Fonn, so that the
reader can easily con finn ACC-elttensionality.
(28)

V,

v,
ACCs
ACCed by

N,

N,

NJ,V2
V,

ACCs

N,

ACCed by

l'I,

1'1, !l,
V,

V, Vh V2 V, V,
V,

V I ,V,.N,.N't,N.

V,

N,
V 2 ,Nl,N2

N,

l'I,

Ftv, R,

Such non-branching specifiers. while not in current use, have been exploited at an early
stage of theoretical development. In particular, sentential subjects were argued to have NP
over S structure, as in the foHowing representation:
IKl,lminiak snows Ihallhe set of ACe-cxtensional structures is also chAracterized as those StructlUeS
obeying the following two properties:
(i) No two leaf nodes are sisters.
(ii) Any node thai has no sisters must either be a Jeaf or else ha ve al least 2 daughters that themselves
have daughters.
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s

(29)

NP~vP
~

I

s

V

NP

...............

I

..-=:::=:..

thai he won

surprised

everyone

Such structures were motivated by the fact that these sentential subjects exhibit the external
distribution of NPs, taking pan in raising, passive, etc. If we take seriously the idea that
Aee~extensionality characterizes syntactically relevant tree structures, we might conclude
that this old analysis ought to be dusted off.
A second place in which ACC-extensionality divergence from ~-theory as it is currently understood (in which XP =X) is its tolerance of additional levels of projcction_Thus,
the following structure is ACC-extensional:
(30)

v

ACC={ (V ,N, ),(N, ,V),(N, ,V),(N, ,N,),(N, ,N,),(N,.N,),
(N, ,N,) ,(1'1, ,V),(N, ,1'1,),(1'1, ,N,) ,(V,N, ),(V,N,) )

~
N\

V

JI~

~, V~,
I
N,

Such additional layers of projet:lion have in fact been exploited in much recent work, under
the guise of multiple, iterated specifiers. (Note thatlceal totality rules out multiple specifiers at a single level.) Thus we can conclude that this consequence of ACe-extensionality
is a welcome one.
In addition to structures like (30), ACC-extensionality also tolerates structures in
which a chain of two non-branching nodes occurs between such multiple specifiers as in
the structure on the left of (31), though not below the lowest specifier as in the structure on

the right.
~

~

~

~

(31)

~

J
1

J, ~

.,./"....

N2

I

V

N2

~, v~,
I

NJ

1

V

v~,
I

N3

In the right structure. V and I'l3 are not distinguished by their ACe profile as neither ACCs
anything but both are ACCed by NI and N 2 . This leads us to expect that inner specifiers
will in general be especially tightly linked to the head, in a way that is distinct from the
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relation between the head and other specifiers. A certain amount of empirical evidence
shows that this is borne out.
The Japanese multiple subject construction has often been analyzed as involving
multiple specifiers of a single clausal projection. In the standard language, all such subjects
are unifonnly marked with nominative case:
(32)

Nippon-ga otoko-ga zyumyoo-ga nagai (Standard Japanese)
Japan-nom man-nom life span-nom long
'It is Japan in which men 's life span is long.'

Koizumi (1995, pp.161-3), citing examples from Yoshimura (1992), points out that in Kumamoto Japanese, the innennost subject/specifier is distinctively case marked.
(33)

Nippon-ga otoko-ga zyumyoo-no nanka (Kumamoto Japanese)
Japan-nom man-nom life span-gen long

We interpret this fact as suggesting that the inner specifier establishes a distinct type of
relation with the head from the other specifiers. Data from honorific agreement points to
the same conclusion.
Data from English provide evidence that inner specifiers must not be "distanl" from
the head, in the sense of the structures in (31). Suppose that lapicalized elements are
attached as distant specifiers, with the non-branching node below the topicalized element
the structural correlate oflhe characteristic intonation contour and discourse function .
(34)

TP

~TP
.....-=----..
I
such books
TP
DP

~

DP

-=-I

T

~

rarely read

Let us assume that a phrase cannot occupy multiple specifier positions of the same projection. From this, the impossibility of a "structural gap" below the lowest specifier leads us
to predict a difference in acceptability between object and subject topicalization (Prince,
1998), as topicalization of the subject would leave nothing to fill the inner specifier.
(35) a. TIiAT BOOK, I can't ever find the time to read.
b.??? TIiAT BOOK, is much too difficult to read.
In support of the claim that locaJ lopicalization of subjects is impossible, Lasnik and Saito
(1992, pp.l10-1) note the contrast between the examples in (36) and (37). In the examples
in (36), topicaliz8tion allows the object to escape (at least marginally) a local binding domain or avoid subject condition effects. No analogous increase in acceptability is possible
with subjects. as seen in (37), suggesting that the subjects in (37) cannot occupy the same
structural position as the objects in (36),
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(36) a. John; thinks that himself;, Mary likes.
b. ?? Which athletes do you think that pictures of, Mary bought?
(37) a.... John, thinks that himself,. likes Mary.
b. ?* Which athletes do you think that pictures of, are on sale?

This line of analysis correctly predicts that left dislocation of a subject should be
unproblematic, since a pronoun could be left in the inner specifier position. Prince (1998,
pp.295-6) indeed suggests that speakers sometimes use such left dislocation structures in
discourse contexts appropriate for topicaiization, as in the following example:

(38)

"Lucky for Cap, Ike was easygoing and soon went away, while the shah-he kept
coming back." (Wall Street Journal, 2112.arg)

This suggests an analogy between resumptive pronouns that are inserted in order to amnesty
island violations and pronouns that are insel1ed in an inner specifier position to avoid a
violation of ACC-extensionality.
If one takes the possibility of the structures described in this section to be empirically undesirable, it is possible to further restrict the structures so that these peculiarities
are eliminated. One natural way [0 do this involves a strengthening of extensionality that
we call left extensionality. Left extensionality requires that no two nodes be ACCed by the
same set of nodes (which we label the ACCers of a node).9
(39)

Left eXlensionalityofACC: V'x,y {V'z(zACCx t-t z ACCy) ---+ x =
Or alternatively; 'v'x,y[ACCers(x) = ACCers(y) -4 x = y]

yJ

Left extensionality as stated is. however, too strong as any two sister nodes will always
have the same ACCers. We can, however, weaken left extensionality so that it aJlows no
group of 3 nodes to have the same set of ACCers.
(40)

Vx,y,2[(ACCers(x ) ~ ACCers(y) ~ ACCers(z)" 0) -+ (x ~ yVy ~ zVz ~ xli

Condition (40) together with ACe-extensionality eliminates non-branching specifiers of
the sort depicted in (28) as well as non-branching structures between multiple specifiers.
as in (31), though does not affect branching multiple specifiers or the structures from section 3.. (In (28), nodes W and V and Yare ACCed by the same set of nodes - namely, the
. node X. In (31), it is V, N3 and V.) Together with extensionality, then, (40) yields an even
tighter match between X-bar structures and those definable with ACC.
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